Supercharging the Organic Revolution

The global best practice model for funding and scaling up regenerative and organic food and farming comes to us from Australia, which has more organically certified farmland and pastureland than any other nation in the world. Veteran organic farmers in Australia have come up with an alternative solution to the global fraud of carbon trading and carbon credits, and corporate greenwashing. They call their new system, which we at OCA and Regeneration International believe is a global game-changer, “Organic Eco-Credits.”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3t5j06

Gearing Up to Fight Biological War? White House Launches $88 Billion National “Biodefense” Strategy

Michael Nevradakas writes:
“The Biden administration on Tuesday announced a new $88 billion national biodefense strategy that outlines the government’s plans for how to respond to future pandemics, public health emergencies and biological threats.

University of Illinois international law professor Francis Boyle, J.D., Ph.D., a biowarfare expert who drafted the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989, said:
‘It appears that the enormous amount of money here, $88 billion over five years, when you add it on to well over, I would say, maybe $130 billion [in biodefense spending] since Sept. 11, 2001, means that they are gearing up to fight biological weapons warfare around the world.’

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3TKl5Yu

Frankenfoods & the End of Farming

Monsanto designed its first wave of GMOs to expose us to more of their toxic pesticides than ever before. Now merged with Bayer and partnering with synthetic biology company Ginkgo Bioworks, it’s rolling out a second wave of GMOs designed to make farms and farmers obsolete.

In a recent executive order, President Joe Biden promised further support for the Frankenfood industry and directed the EPA, FDA and USDA to devise new biotech-friendly regulatory reforms.

To find out what this new executive order means for the food system, we’ll talk with journalist and organizer Derrick Broze of the Last American Vagabond, Freedom Cells and the Greater Reset and author and financial analyst Patrick Wood of Technocracy News.

Watch more: https://orgcns.org/3TJe6D

How Chemical Giant Syngenta Hid the Truth About a Dangerous Weedkiller

Carey Gillam reports:
“For decades, Swiss chemical giant Syngenta has manufactured and marketed a widely used weed-killing chemical called paraquat, and for much of that time the company has been dealing with external concerns that long-term exposure to the chemical may be a cause of the dreaded, incurable brain ailment known as Parkinson’s disease...

The New Lede is publishing a story that examines what Syngenta knew about the evolving science linking the pesticide to the disease. The story is based on hundreds of pages of internal corporate records that reveal conversations between scientists and executives dating back to the late 1950s.

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3TBj1bH

Greening the Desert with Regeneration International’s “Billion Agave Project”

As part of the People’s Food Summit, OCA’s Political Director, Alexis Baden-Mayer, interviewed yours truly, Ronnie Cummins, on Regeneration International’s Billion Agave Project.

The Billion Agave Project is an organic and regenerative agroforestry and holistic livestock management program, utilizing native desert plants and indigenous practices, currently being deployed on 60,000 acres of arid and semi-arid lands in Mexico.

The Billion Agave agroforestry system has the potential to spread to billions of acres of arid lands across the world, where growing food crops (without irrigation) is impossible, and where grazing lands are severely overgrazed and eroded, leading to the tragic situation where poverty, war, and forced migration have become the norm. Regeneration International has designated the Billion Agave Project as one of the 10 global game-changers in the world for organic and regenerative agriculture.

Read more: https://orgcns.org/38aIkf

New Study Blames COVID on NIH & University of North Carolina — Finds Fauci and Baric’s Fingerprints on Pandemic Bug

Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Jay Coupey, and Charles Rixey write:
“Critics have long questioned why the National Institutes of Health (NIH) would fund experiments by University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) professor Ralph Baric to develop a technique for hiding evidence of human tampering in laboratory-created super viruses.

Now a new study shows that — apparently unbeknownst to Baric — the “seamless ligation” concealment gimmick leaves its own minute but legible signature. Most momentously, these same researchers have discovered that damning signature in the genome of the virus that causes COVID-19.

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3DFnAwf